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Open Information Extraction is a relation-independent extraction paradigm that extracts assertions from massive
and heterogeneous corpora such as the Web. Light relation extractors focus on efficiency by restricting analysis to
some shallow linguistic tools such as part-of-speech tagging. Although these methods are fast and scalable, they
are unable to deal with complex sentences (such as complicated and long distance relations) due to using only
shallow syntactic features. This paper presents two novel hybrid methods, TextRunner-DepOE (TR-DOE) and
ReVerb-DepOE (RV-DOE) which combine high-performance subset of shallow Open IE systems with the
strengths of a deep Open IE system. We detect the best trade-off between precision and recall by tuning two
combination parameters: sentence length and confidence measure. Since the focus is on using time efficiently, we
used a fast and robust deep extractor. Experiments indicate that the proposed hybrid methods obtain significantly
higher performance than their constituent systems. The best result was for TR-DOE which had an F-measure
almost twice that of TextRunner.
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1. Introduction

There exists a vast amount of human knowledge residing in books, text documents and electronic texts on the web
including newswire, blogs, email, and so on. However the largeness and heterogeneity of data make human annotation
hard. A common way to help human to understand these data is to transfer unstructured text into structured
representation. Turning unstructured text into machine-readable knowledge requires transforming syntactic construct to
semantic representation [1].

Information Extraction is the task of automatically processing unstructured or semi-structured text and generating a
database of entities, relations and events [2, 3]. One of the core information extraction tasks is relation extraction which
aims at extracting semantic relations among entities from natural language text. Relation extraction can potentially
benefit a wide range of NLP tasks such as Web search, question answering, ontology learning, summarization, building
knowledge bases etc. [4, 5]. Due to these many potential applications, relation extraction has gained much attention in
information extraction.

The huge and fast-growing scale, a mixed genre of documents and infinite types of relations are challenges of the
Web-scale relation extraction [6]. Therefore, there is a need to a scalable system to extract information from large
heterogeneous Web-scale open domain. The traditional approaches to information extraction (such as [7–9]) assume a
fixed set of predefined target relations and usually do not scale to corpora where the number of target relations is very
large [10]. An alternative paradigm, Open Information Extraction (Open IE) aims to scale information extraction
methods to the size and diversity of the Web corpus. Open IE systems extract relational tuples from text, without
requiring a pre-specified vocabulary [11, 12]. The key goals of Open IE are: (1) domain independence, (2) unsupervised
extraction, and (3) scalability to large amounts of text [13].

Some approaches such as TextRunner [14], WOEpos [15], ReVerb [16], R2A2 [17] and the method presented in [18]
focus on efficiency by restricting syntactic analysis to part-of-speech tagging and chunking. These extractors are
usually fast but the restriction to shallow syntactic analysis limit maximum recall and/or may lead to a significant drop
of precision at higher points of recall.

Other approaches such as Wanderlust [19], WOEparse [15], KrakeN [20], OLLIE [11], ZORE [21], DepOE [22],
SRL-IE-Lund [23], SRL-IE-UIUC [23], the methods proposed in [24] and [25] additionally use deep syntactic and
semantic analysis such as dependency parsing. These extractors are generally more expensive than the previous
extractors; they trade efficiency for improved precision and recall. The former extractors are rapid, guarantee
scalability and require less effort due to using shallow syntactic features, while the latter extractors are efficient for
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precision and recall but time consuming and require considerable effort due to using deep syntactic features in the
extraction process.

Regarding to these problems, the current research seeks to evaluate the feasibility of designing and implementing a
hybrid method based on shallow and deep Open IE extractors by using high performance subsets of them, so that the
resulting system would be high performance and satisfy Open IE systems’ goal. The huge and fast growing scale of the
Web is one of the main challenges of the Open IE systems. By deploying deep extractors on the appropriate portion of
the input data, hybrid methods can process more data in less time in comparison with the pure deep methods and hence,
the speed of extraction is increased. One of the results of combining a shallow Open IE extractor with a deep one is a
reduction in the defects of shallow Open IE system and, thus, an enrichment in its extractions, so that the resulting
system guarantees scalability and achieves better performance. In this paper, we study the applicability of enriching
shallow syntactic Open IE systems’ extractions by using a deep syntactic Open IE approach. For this purpose, high
performance subset of shallow Open IE methods’ outputs was examined by using two parameters: sentence length and
confidence measure. Sentences of input yielding low performance, are passed to the deep Open IE system. We detect
the best trade-off between precision and recall by tuning combination parameters. For this purpose, different threshold
values of confidence and sentence length are applied and the impact of these factors on resulting performance is
assessed. Similar hybrid techniques have also been employed in other fields such as parsing (e.g., in [26]), where an
architecture for integration of shallow and deep NLP components have been presented. In current work, since our goal
is to improve performance in a fast way, DepOE [22] system is used. DepOE is a deep extractor that is faster in
comparison with other systems such as Open IE systems that are based on semantic role labeling or deep syntactic
parser. Sentence-based hybrid methods cause increasing of accuracy in the shallow extractors in less (or at most equal)
time than taken by pure deep extractors. On the other hand, they increase speed and performance of deep extractors.
These cases become important in large inputs such as Web-scale data. Confidence-based hybrid methods can also
improve precision. Since they have time overhead, the employed deep method is fast enough in order to decrease total
time as far as possible.

DepOE is one of the recent robust and fast, deep Open IE systems which uses dependency parsing. Since it is based
on deep syntactic analysis, it achieves good level of precision. We first examine the applicability of using this method
for improving performance of TextRunner [14] system. TextRunner is the first approach for Open IE which has
achieved high performance in handling an unbounded number of relations. TextRunner uses shallow linguistic features
and runs quickly enough to process Web-scale corpora. This hybrid method is called TextRunner-DepOE (TR-DOE).

Next we examine ReVerb [17], a successful shallow Open IE system which has attempted to improve precision by
restricting relations to specific part-of-speech tag sequences that are presumed to express true relations [22]. It is
believed that deep extractors in comparison to shallow extractors may result in a much higher precision and recall and
also reduce the defects made by shallow linguistic analysis. We study the trade-off between ReVerb and DepOE across
two metrics and examine the effect of metrics on efficiency of the resulted hybid system. This hybrid method is called
ReVerb-DepOE (RV-DOE). The experiment results show that using deep extractors on the smart subset of shallow
extractors’ input sentences can yield a substantial improvement in F-measure.

In this paper, we address several empirical questions. Can a hybrid method based on shallow and deep Open IE
extractors achieve high performance on the heterogeneous Web text? What is the relative trade-off between the two
extractors? Does considered factors influence the relative performance of resulted hybrid methods? Finally, is it
possible to design an efficient hybrid extractor to get the best of both deep and shallow extractors? This paper examines
these questions and makes the following contributions:

. We present two novel hybrid approaches for Open IE from text using deep and shallow features, which exploit
strengths of a deep Open IE system to enrich a shallow Open IE system’s extractions in order to achieve better
performance. Since a fast deep Open IE system is used in the structure of hybrid extractors, they are considered as
fast hybrid methods.

. High performance subset of shallow Open IE methods’ outputs was gained through two combination parameters:
sentence length and confidence measure. Experiment results demonstrate that these parameters can help hybrid
extractors to achieve better F-measure in comparison with their constituent systems.

. The main idea of sentence-based hybrid methods is reducing time and increasing performance (e.g., precision). In
the confidence-based hybrid methods the main goal is also improving precision and as a result performance. Based
on these goals hybrid methods were designed and they could satisfy desired goals.

. By keeping shallow Open IE extractions with high confidence and applying deep extractors for sentences yielding
low confidence, proposed hybrid systems which are obtained through confidence parameter are able to achieve
high performance. We also found that the best time efficiency for proposed hybrid systems were obtained through
sentence length parameter, achieved using shallow extractors for short sentences and deep extractors for long
sentences.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces previous works in the areas of Open IE systems.
Our proposed extractors are described in Sect. 3. We present results of our experiments in Sect. 4 and end with
conclusion in Sect. 5.
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2. Related Works

In this section we review some representative work on open information extraction, in particular works on open
relation extraction. Open IE has received considerable attention in the last few years. Open IE systems can be divided
into two categories based on the linguistic analysis which can be performed for relation extraction. Some Open IE
approaches use only shallow analysis tools and other approaches additionally use deep analysis tools.

TextRunner [14], is first and high scalable Open IE system where the tuples are assigned a probability. Its extraction
process contains three steps. (1) It trains a conditional random field based classifier on sample of triples generated from
applying heuristics on a sample of 1,000 sentences of Penn Treebank for extracting relationships. The self-supervised
nature of learner reduces the need for hand-labeled training data. TextRunner uses shallow features that are fast and
easy to compute at extraction time. Deploying unlexicalized features in classifier makes it practical to perform at web-
scale. (2) Extractor makes a single pass over the corpus and tries to generate as many candidate tuples as possible from
sentences. The candidate instances are examined by classifier and trustworthy labelled ones are retained. (3) A
redundancy based assessor examines each retained triple and rank them based on a probabilistic model of redundancy
in text. TextRunner actually exploits a confidence measure which counts the number of distinct sentences from which
each extraction was found. Assessor applies this count to determine a probability model and assigns a confidence score
to each tuple. It assigns higher confidence to triples that have high number of occurring times. This confidence measure
shows that a tuple is a correct instance of a relation among arguments. Extractions with low confidence are ignored by
extractor.

ReVerb [16] is a strong and successful shallow Open IE system. It makes use of a simple part-of-speech tag sequence
as a syntactic constraint in order to extract relation phrases and eliminate incoherent extractions and also reduce
uninformative extractions. There are relation phrases that satisfy the syntactic constrain but are over-specified. To
overcome this limitation, ReVerb exploits a lexical constraint that aims to alleviate the amount of over-specified
extractions. This constrain is based on the intuition that a valid relation phrase should take many distinct arguments in a
large corpora. ReVerb uses a logistic regression classifier to determine a confidence score for each triple. All features
used by the classifier are relation independent and fast computed. Experiments show ReVerb outperforms TextRunner
and its performance is more than twice that of TextRunner [15, 27].

WOEpos [15] is limited to shallow features like part-of-speech tags and uses Wikipedia for self-supervised learning
of unlexicalized extractor. In fact, it autonomously transfers knowledge from random editors’ effort of collaboratively
editing Wikipedia to train an open information extractor. Specifically, WOEpos generates relation-specific training
examples by matching Infobox attribute values to corresponding sentences and abstracts these examples to relation-
independent training data to learn an unlexicalized extractor. R2A2 [16] uses an argument learning component. It
makes use of a number of classifiers to identify the arguments of a verbal phrase (based on hand-labeled training data).
Two classifiers identify the left and right bounds for first argument and one classifier identifies the right bound of
second argument. R2A2 is able to extract propositions that contain arguments that are not noun phrases.

Wanderlust [19] uses hand-labeled training data to learn extraction patterns on the dependency tree. After annotating
10,000 sentences parsed with LinkGrammar, it learns 46 general linkpaths as patterns for relation extractions. WOEparse

[15] is a pattern classifier learned from dependency path patterns which uses typed dependencies as features. WOEparse

learned more than 15,000 patterns over typed dependencies. Authors in their evaluation showed that using deep
syntactic parsing improves the precision of their system, however at a high cost in extraction speed.

ZORE [21] is a syntax-based Chinese open relation extraction system for extracting relations and semantic patterns
from Chinese text. ZORE identifies relation candidates from automatically parsed dependency trees, and then extracts
relations with their semantic patterns iteratively through a double propagation algorithm. [25] Also focuses on Chinese
Open relation extraction. This system can be considered as a pipeline of word segmentation, parts of speech (POS)
tagging and parsing.

Dependency-based Open information Extraction (DepOE) [22] is a system based on fast dependency parsing which
has the important feature of being able to operate at Web-scale. This method is organized in three main steps. (1)
Dependency parsing: It uses DepPattern, a dependency-based parser which is a multilingual tool, to analyse each
sentence of the input text. (2) Clause constituents: for each parsed sentence, the verb clauses are detected and then for
each clause, the verb participants are identified. (3) A small set of extraction rules are applied on the discovered clauses
constituents in order to extract the target triples.

LSOE [28] is an Open IE extractor based on lexical-syntactic patterns. The main idea is to provide a simple solution
to perform rule-based extraction of triples using POS-tagged text. The method is developed based on two kinds of
patterns: (1) generic patterns (2) rules from Cimiano and Wenderoth proposal [29]. LSOE performance was compared
with ReVerb and DepOE. The results show that LSOE extracts relations that are not learned by other extractors and
achieves compatible precision.

Most Open IE approaches are designed to capture binary facts and they usually do not extract higher order N-ary
facts. KrakeN [20] addresses this shortage. It can extract more facts per sentence in high precision and is capable of
capturing unary, binary and higher order N-ary facts. Since using a dependency parser results in cost in speed and
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recall, many sentences were ignored due to heuristic of detecting erroneous parses. OLLIE [11] aims to improve the
Open IE systems by using a hybrid approach based on bootstrapping. It learns pattern templates automatically from a
training set that is bootstrapped from relations extracted by the ReVerb system. It obtains the pattern templates from
the dependency path connecting pairs of entities and their corresponding relations. The patterns are then applied over
the corpus and new facts are obtained. OLLIE produces n-ary extractions by merging binary relations. It has 1.9 to
2.7 times more area under precision-yield curves compared to ReVerb and WOE. ClauseIE [13] is a novel, clause-
based approach to open information extraction which differs from previous approaches in that it separates the
detection of ‘‘useful’’ pieces of information expressed in the sentence from their representation in terms of
extractions. ClauseIE uses linguistic knowledge about the grammar of the English language to first detect clauses in
an input sentences and to subsequently identify the type of each clause according to the grammatical function of its
constituents. ClauseIE is based on dependency parsing and a small set of domain-independent lexica. It examines
sentences without any post-processing and requires no training data. ClauseIE achieves high precision and recall and
can be customized to output triples or n-ary facts. EXEMPLAR [30] is an open relation extraction method that
extracts n-ary relations. It uses rules over dependency parse trees to detect relation instances. EXEMPLAR’s rules
are applied to each candidate argument individually as opposed to all candidate arguments of an instance. Since the
goal is to achieve high precision and low computational cost, EXEMPLAR variations have been presented by
different dependency parsers. The results are promising and EXEMPLAR outperforms the systems that support n-ary
extraction.

Bast and Haussman [31] proposed a method called CSD-IE that uses contextual sentence decomposition for Open
IE. It decomposes a sentence into the parts that semantically ‘belong together’. The facts are then obtained by
identifying the (implicit or explicit) verb in each part. This system has been compared to ReVerb, OLLIE and ClauseIE.
This comparison considers accuracy, minimality, coverage and number of extracted facts. Minimality examines if the
extracted triple can be further decomposed into smaller meaningful triples. Percentage of text contained in at least one
extracted triple is called coverage. CSD-IE outperforms ReVerb and OLLIE in terms of coverage and recall, but
at comparable accuracy and minimality. It achieves precision and recall comparable to ClausIE, but at significantly
better minimality. In [32], the same authors improved the informativeness of extracted facts in Open IE by using some
inference rules. Uninformative extracted facts are problem for semantic search applications utilizing them. Their
evaluation shows that this approach can increase the number of correct and informative triples by 15% discarding
the uninformative ones. The notion of informativeness used in their evaluations is stricter than the one used by Fader
et al. [16].

The TreeKernel [33] method considers two subtasks for open relation extraction: first examining whether there is a
relation between two name entities in a sentence, and then whether there are explicit relation words for two entities.
Several SVM models with dependency tree kernels have been leveraged. TreeKernel generates candidate relations by
leveraging a set of syntactic patterns. Then candidate instances are produced by incorporating all possible entity pairs
with extracted relations from a sentence. Given a candidate instance, TreeKernel extracts some paths by using
dependency tree. A tree kernel classifier then identifies a correct relation instance. Although this system is superior to
some systems like ReVerb and OLLIE in terms of the both subtasks, it requires more computational time.

In [23] authors proposed an Open IE system based on semantic role labeling (SRL). They constructed novel
extractors based on two semantic role labeling systems, one developed at UIUC’s publicly available SRL system [34]
and the other at LUND [35]. SRL-based open extractors perform computationally expensive operations but they are
robust to noisy heterogeneous Web text and their deep processing results in high performance. Since these extractors
required 2.5 orders of magnitude longer processing time than TextRunner, authors proposed hybrid methods that output
higher quality results than TextRunner and similar quality as these extractors in much less time. RECALLHYBRID is a
hybrid method which runs TextRunner over all the sentences and uses the remaining time to run SRL-IE on a random
subset of the sentences and takes union of the extractions. PRECHYBRID is another hybrid method that focuses on
increasing the precision and uses the filtering policy and intelligent order of sentences for extraction.

The tradeoffs between Open IE and traditional IE were investigated in [10]. According to this paper, when the
number of relations is massive, and the relations themselves are not pre-specified, Open IE is necessary. Authors
presented a new model for Open IE called O-CRF and showed that it achieves increased precision and nearly double
the recall than the model employed by TextRunner. They also showed that when the number of target relations is small,
and their names are known in advance, O-CRF is able to match the precision of a traditional extraction system, though
at substantially lower recall. They combined the two types of systems into a hybrid that achieves higher precision than a
traditional extractor, with comparable recall.

Existing Open Information Extraction systems have mainly focused on Web’s heterogeneity rather than the Web’s
informality. The performance of the ReVerb system, drops dramatically as informality increases in Web documents. In
[24] a Hybrid Ripple-Down Rules based Open Information Extraction (Hybrid RDROIE) system was proposed, which
uses RDR on top of a conventional Open IE system. The Hybrid RDROIE system applies RDR’s incremental learning
technique as an add-on to the state-of-the-art ReVerb Open IE system to correct the performance degradation of
ReVerb due to the Web’s informality in a domain of interest. The Hybrid RDROIE system doubled ReVerb’s
performance in a domain of interest after two hours training.
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Some related works to open relation extraction systems are semantic best-effort information extraction approaches.
IE approaches can be complemented by alternative information extraction scenarios where accuracy, consistency and
regularity are traded by domain-independency, context capture, wider extraction scope and maximization of the text
semantics representation, under a pay-as-you-go data quality perspective [36], where data semantics and data quality
are built and improved over time. An information extraction strategy which focuses on these aspects is called a
semantic best-effort information extraction approach. In [37] an approach was proposed, which focuses on the analysis
of a semantic best-effort extraction approach using structured discourse graphs (SDGs), a RDF-based discourse
representation format. A semantic best-effort extraction pipeline was proposed and was implemented on the Graphia
framework. The quality of the proposed extraction approach was evaluated over Wikipedia.

Semantic network is another related area. Graph-based representations of knowledge have been shown to provide
both intuitive and formally rigorous access to the represented information. ASKnet system [38] uses NLP tools to
extract semantic information from text, and then, through a novel use of spreading activation theory, combines that
information into an integrated large-scale semantic network. By mapping together concepts and objects that relate to
the same real-world entities, ASKNet is able to produce a single unified entity relationship style semantic network.

3. Proposed Hybrid Approach for Open Information Extraction

A large number of Open Information Extraction systems have been propose recently, covering a wide range of NLP
tools, from shallow (e.g., part-of-speech tagging) to deep (e.g., semantic role labeling). Since the focus of Open IE is
finding all the potentially useful facts from a huge and heterogeneous corpora such as Web in reasonable time,
approaches that exploit heavier NLP analysis (syntactic or semantic tools such as semantic role labeling, parser, and so
on) are costly. In addition, tools for automatic deep analysis are available only for a limited number of natural
languages, and produce imperfect results. Manual deep analysis, on the other hand, is time consuming and expensive
[39]. Another way to extract relations is to rely only on a shallow linguistic analysis by taking into account the lemmas,
chunks or POS tags. Automatic tools for shallow analysis are available for many languages, and are sufficiently reliable
[39]. These extractors are usually fast but the restriction to shallow syntactic analysis limits maximum recall and/or
may lead to a significant drop of precision at higher points of recall [13]. Each of these IE paradigms has their own
strengths and weaknesses, therefore, raising the question of what is the trade-off between NLP depth (and associated
computational cost) versus effectiveness. We have used these two kinds of linguistic analysis in our method. Actually,
the constituent extractors in the hybrid methods are based on shallow and deep linguistic analysis tools. The shallow
extractors which used are TextRunner [40] (based on a lightweight noun phrase chunker and part-of-speech tagger) and
ReVerb [16] (mostly based on matching patterns over part-of-speech tags). They are integrated with DepOE [22]
(based on dependency parser). More details about these Open IE systems were presented in Sect. 2. TextRunner [40] is
the first approach for Open IE, which has achieved relative high performance in handling an unbounded number of
relations. TextRunner’s shallow linguistic features lead to scalable but noisy extractions. Therefore, its performance
measures are low. Dependency parsing gives unambiguous syntactic relationships among each word in the sentence
and identifies subtrees connecting the relation trigger and its arguments. It could improve precision and recall over
shallow syntactic features, but at the cost of extraction speed [22].

One of the major criticisms within the Open IE paradigm against deep extractors (such as dependency-based
methods) concerns the computational cost associated with rich syntactic features. In our opinion, a proper technique for
open relation extraction should be rapid enough in order to handle a very large amount of data efficiently while keeping
performance measures in appropriate level. According to this view, high performance subset of shallow Open IE
methods’ outputs was examined.

According to [15] TextRunner can extract relations with high performance when sentence length is short. Its
performance deteriorates rapidly as sentences get longer. TextRunner’s precision is high when the sentence length is
short. This is because long sentences tend to have long-distance relations which are difficult to be handled with shallow
features. Considering the features selected by TextRunner, it does not attempt to model long-distance relationships
[14, 15]. This correlation between performance of TextRunner and sentence length is useful and provides insight into
the strength of TextRunner’s shallow syntactic processing, and leads us to construct a high precision subset of
TextRunner, which can be employed in our proposed approach. On the other hand, deep extractors can handle long-
distance relations in long sentences and thus are proper for long sentences. These properties were used in the proposed
sentence-based hybrid approach. Combination of these subsets of shallow and deep systems leads to have a high
performance sentence-based hybrid method. Due to the use of shallow extractors, the proposed approach will take less
time in comparison with the pure deep extractors.

In fact, the above mentioned advantages of shallow extractors motivate us to focus on improving defects of these
extractors. For this reason, we try to keep the strengths of them and improve them by using deep extractors. Parser
features help to handle complicated and long distance relations in difficult sentences [15]. For this purpose, we exploit a
parser-based deep Open IE extractor namely DepOE [22] and try to combine it with TextRunner. With respect to these
cases, a hybrid Open IE paradigm by incorporating strengths of TextRunner and DepOE was suggested. The outline of
proposed hybrid method based on sentence length is shown in Fig. 1.
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TextRunner with DepOE system is combined and a hybrid system is generated to cover the aforementioned
limitation of TextRunner. For this purpose, two main parameters are used: sentence length and confidence measure.
Different values of sentence length are exploited. TextRunner is applied to the sentences with lengths equal or less than
specified length threshold and DepOE is applied to the sentences with the length of more than specified length
threshold. Final extractions are determined by taking union of these two extractor outputs. This method is called
TextRunner-DepOESL (TR-DOESL which SL subscript is used for Sentence Length).

Since the probability of a low confidence extraction being a correct instance of relation among arguments is low, a
configuration of proposed hybrid approach is also run, in which variations of shallow extractors’ confidence parameter
are considered and deep extractor is applied to the sentences of extractions with confidence values equal to or lower
than a specified threshold. Final extractions are determined by taking union of these two extractors’ outputs. We
examine performance of the hybrid approach over different threshold values and detect the best trade-off between
precision and recall by tuning confidence measure as a combination parameter. Confidence-based hybrid systems
increase precision by filtering out extractions that are expected to have low precision. Shallow extractors’ precision is
low, when the confidence is low. Actually, these methods focus on increasing the precision and use the confidence as
a filter policy to decrease the number of incorrect extractions and increase the correct ones, as a result, lead to high
performance. We first keep TextRunner extractions with confidence values equal to or above a threshold and then run
DepOE over all sentences yielding lower confidence than that threshold and take the union of these two extractions. We
refer to this version as TextRunner-DepOEC (TR-DOEC which C subscript is used for Confidence measure).

In this case, the proposed hybrid method changes slightly. The main structure of the proposed confidence-based
hybrid method has been shown in Fig. 2. These methods were run for a range of threshold values and the results were
reported in Sect. 4.

Another hybrid system is also presented that combines ReVerb with DepOE. ReVerb [17] is considered to be one of
the best robust shallow Open IE extractors up to now. This version is referred to as ReVerb-DepOE (RV-DOE).
ReVerb in contrast to TextRunner, does not require any training data. Thus, RV-DOE’s advantage over TR-DOE is that
it is completely independent of any training data. Regarding F-measure, DepOE performs better than ReVerb in the full
extraction task. It is expected that incorporating ReVerb with DepOE would achieve higher performance than both
systems individually.

Unlike TextRunner, the efficiency of ReVerb on short sentences is not clear and we will present a full analysis
thereof in Sect. 4. Different threshold values of confidence and sentence length are applied (RV-DOESL and RV-
DOEC) and the impact of these factors on resulting performance is assessed.

Fig. 1. The outline of proposed hybrid method based on sentence length.

Fig. 2. The outline of proposed hybrid method based on confidence measure.
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4. Experimental Results

We evaluate the effect of applying DepOE, a deep extractor, on the weaknesses of TextRunner and ReVerb with the
aid of two parameters (namely, sentence length and confidence measure) and explore the behavior of these shallow
extractors. We used the dataset that was provided by Fader and his colleagues [16] in our experiments. This dataset
has some advantages because of its large sample size (more than twice of several other datasets such as [22]). Another
advantage is that it is a standard dataset which has been used in several important recent studies such as
[13, 20, 25, 33, 41]. They created a test set of 500 sentences sampled from the Web, using Yahoo’s random link service.
This dataset contains the output of the different extractors run (such as TextRunner and ReVerb) on the 500 selected
sentences. Two human judges independently evaluated each extraction as ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’. The judges reached
agreement on 86% of the extractions, with an agreement score of � ¼ 0:68. The subset of the data where the two
judges concur is used in our experiments. The judges labeled uninformative extractions (where critical information
was dropped from the extraction) as incorrect. This is a stricter standard than was used in previous Open IE evalua-
tions [17].

Since recent systems such as DepOE [22] were not exist in the dataset, there is a need for making a slight
modification in dataset. We do the same evaluation steps for DepOE extractions. DepOE is run over the input
sentences. Each resulting relation was independently examined and labeled as ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’ by two people.
The annotators reached agreement on about 95% of DepOE extractions, with an agreement score of � ¼ 0:75. We use
the subset of the data where the two human annotators reached an agreement on the labels. The subset of the sentences
which the judges reached agreement on the extractions taken from them was used in the experiments.

As mentioned before, a hybrid system is presented that incorporates TextRunner with DepOE system in order to
cover the aforementioned limitation of TextRunner as a shallow Open IE system. Different values of sentence length
are exploited and TR-DOESL is described in detail in this section. TextRunner was also run over sentences equal or
shorter than specified length threshold and remained sentences were discarded. This version is called TextRunnerSL

(TRSL). These methods are run for a range of threshold values and the results are reported in Fig. 3. The performance
variations of these methods are evaluated and compared. For a given threshold, the precision and recall can be
measured. Precision is the ratio of the number of correct extractions retrieved to the total number of extractions
retrieved. Recall is the ratio of the number of correct extractions retrieved to the total number of correct extractions in
the dataset. Total number of extractions from two systems labeled as correct by the judges were used as our measure of
recall for the corpus, as done in prior Open IE systems such as ReVerb [16].

Figure 3 reports the results from an analysis for all sentence lengths in dataset. TRSL and TR-DOESL’s precision
curves are compared in Fig. 3(a). TRSL and TR-DOESL both have good precision on short sentences. Except for short
sentences (those with lengths between 4 and 8 words), the precision of TR-DOESL is always higher than that of TRSL.
TextRunner’s precision deteriorates faster than TR-DOESL as sentences get longer. This can be caused by locality
phenomenon. Locality is defined as the number of tokens between the arguments in a sentence. According to [23]
TextRunner’s shallow features can extract relations more reliably when locality is low. TextRunner precision is high
when the locality is low. In low locality, TextRunner even is able to obtain higher precision than semantic role labeling-
based extractors [23] which perform deep syntactic and semantic analysis. Here it seems that, locality phenomenon is
reinforced in short sentences. This correlation between precision of TextRunner and locality is useful and provides
insight into the strength of TextRunner’s shallow syntactic processing, and leads us to construct a high precision subset
of TextRunner, which can be employed in our proposed hybrid approach. TR-DOESL starts at high precision due to
using a high precision subset of TextRunner (short sentences) and discarding of potentially low quality extractions from
it. Some part of dataset with longer sentences which is used by DepOE has high precision too. This is mainly because
parser features used by DepOE are useful for handling long sentences and thus, overall precision of TR-DOE is high.
Finally, about all of dataset’s sentences are used by TextRunner in high sentence length thresholds and the TR-
DOESL’s curve tends to approach the precision of TextRunner. Locality increases as sentence length increases, thus the
precision of the TRSL’s curve decreases as sentence length increases and finally, the two curves reach the same
asymptotic level.

Figure 3(b) shows that TR-DOESL’s recall ranges from about the recall of DepOE to about the recall of
TextRunner. It is high initially, because large amount of dataset is exploited by DepOE and thus recall of TR-DOESL

is near the recall of DepOE. Since the number of sentences used by TextRunner is few initially, the TR-DOESL’s
recall is directly affected by DepOE’s recall. It decreases gradually as sentence length increases. Since about all of
sentences are exploited by TextRunner in high sentence length thresholds, total recall reaches near TextRunner’s
level. TRSL’s recall variations with sentence length are also shown in Fig. 3(b). TR-DOESL’s recall curve has an
opposite direction when compared to TRSL. This case reflects the nature of recall. TRSL’s recall is low when the
number of sentences is low. When the sentence length threshold is high, so is the number of sentences used by TRSL

and thus recall is high.
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In sentence-based hybrid methods, the value of the threshold was examined from 3 to 50 by step 1. We examined
F-measure values for all thresholds and found the maximum amount of it for each of the two methods. The F-measure
is the uniformly weighted harmonic mean of the precision and the recall. Determination of the maximum value for
F-measure is an attempt to find a best possible trade-off between recall and precision. It was observed that the
extractions with the sentence length thresholds of lower than 8 words and the sentence length thresholds of higher than
43 words yield maximum F-measure for TR-DOESL and TRSL respectively and TR-DOESL has almost two times more
F-measure than TextRunner. TR-DOESL also achieves best F-measure in comparison with the other strategies such as
WOEpos and WOEparse. This result shows that TR-DOESL’s performance in short sentences is higher than that of
DepOE itself.

A configuration of the proposed hybrid approach is also run, in which variations of shallow extractors’ confidence
parameter are considered (TR-DOEC). Another method which is called TextRunnerC (TRC) focuses on using only
extractions with confidence values equal or above a threshold and ignores other extractions. Figure 4(a) shows
variations of precision for different values of TextRunner’s confidence measure. TR-DOEC’s precision is near the
precision of TextRunner when the confidence threshold is low and the number of sentences used by DepOE is few. As
confidence grows, the DepOE is applied to more sentences and the precision becomes higher. When confidence
increases, TRC’s precision also increases as a result of filtering incorrect extractions. Figure 4(a) shows that the slope of
TR-DOEC’s precision curve increases quicker than that of TRC, due to deep features used in DepOE. TR-DOEC

extracts accurate triples and the precision of TR-DOEC is better than TRC. The recall curves are shown in Fig. 4(b).
While TR-DOEC’s recall improves on TRC’s recall, TRC loses recall slowly. TRC’s recall curve drops rapidly, as more
confidence is included. Since many relations have confidences above the low confidence thresholds, DepOE is used for
less sentences, hence the resulting recall of TR-DOEC is low initially, and it is near the recall of TextRunner. As
confidence threshold values increase, the recall gradually increases and reaches nearly to the level of DepOE’s recall.
This is because of the major impact of DepOE system. TRC starts at slightly higher recall due to considering about all
of TextRunner true extractions. Unlike TR-DOEC, TRC’s recall decreases as the values of confidence threshold
increase. When confidence is high, the number of missed correct extractions increases and hence the recall becomes
low. Figure 4(b) shows that the recall of TR-DOEC is significantly higher than TRC.

In confidence-based hybrid methods, the value of the threshold was examined from 0.1 to 0.9 by increments of 0.1.
We evaluated F-measure for TextRunner and TR-DOEC in the same way as we did before. The highest F-measure for
each of these two systems in comparison with that in the other systems is shown in Fig. 4(c). It was observed that the
extractions with the confidence threshold of higher than 0.8 and extractions with the confidence threshold of 0.6
achieve the highest F-measure for TR-DOEC and TRC respectively. The proposed hybrid method provides significant
boost in performance of the shallow extractors. TR-DOEC achieves an F-measure that is slightly higher than DepOE
and has double the F-measure of TextRunner or TRC. TextRunner and TRC produce relatively identical F-measures. As
shown in Fig. 4(c), the F-measure obtained by TR-DOEC was higher than that of any other method. This result shows
that TR-DOEC’s performance in high confidence values is higher than performance of DepOE itself.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. (a) TRSL’s precision starts higher than the precision of TR-DOESL. TR-DOESL has high precision at low sentence length (b)
Recall rises over sentence length for TRSL. TR-DOESL has high recall at low sentence length (c) TR-DOESL has an F-measure
almost twice that of TRS and TextRunner.
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We now present RV-DOE hybrid system that combines ReVerb with DepOE. Like Textrunner, ReVerb was also run
over sentences equal or shorter than specified length threshold (RVSL) and remained sentences were discarded. Our
experiments were set up identical to the ones we described in previous section. The results were summarized in Figs. 5
and 6. The results are similar to the results of previous investigations, but there are some differences. The precision and
recall for RVSL and RV-DOESL are shown in Fig. 5, again measured against sentence length. RVSL’s precision curve
shows that ReVerb’s precision is high when sentence length threshold is low. The slope of precision curves decline at
much slower rate than those for TRSL and TR-DOESL and end at higher level than those for TRSL and TR-DOESL.
Except for short sentences, the precision curves of RV-DOESL and RVSL are close to each other. These are mainly
because ReVerb focuses on identifying a more meaningful and informative relation phrase and improves both precision
and recall in comparison to previous extractors such as TextRunner. Since DepOE has slightly lower recall than
ReVerb, it is expected for RV-DOESL’s recall curve to have a quite low ascending slope. Figure 4(b) shows RV-
DOESL’s curve obtains trivial recall over shorter sentences and then comes close to ReVerb’s recall and stabilizes. This
is mainly due to extracting relation in low sentence length thresholds by RV-DOESL is affected by ReVerb’s recall over
short sentences. This case compensates trivial difference in the recall values of both systems. Since DepOE’s recall is
higher than TextRunner’s recall, TR-DOESL’s recall is quite affected by DepOE’s recall and the mentioned case does
not occur [see Fig. 3(b)].

RVC focuses on using only extractions with confidence values equal or above a threshold and ignores other
extractions. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) report the performance of RV-DOEC and RVC with different confidence thresholds.
As these figures show, the results are similar to the outputs of TR-DOEC and TRC. There are also some differences.
RV-DOEC and RVC’s precision curves have higher levels of precision than those of TR-DOEC and TRC. This shows
the effectiveness of ReVerb and its confidence measure. F-measure of four systems were compared and shown in
Figs. 5(c) and 6(c). It was also observed that sentences with lengths shorter than about 9 words and sentences with
lengths longer than 47 words yield maximum F-measure for RV-DOESL and RVSL respectively and also extractions
with confidence above 0.9 and extractions with confidence 0.4 achieve the highest F-measure for RV-DOEC and RVC

respectively. Regarding F-measure, RV-DOEC performs better than ReVerb in high confidence values.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. (a) RVSL’s precision starts higher than the precision of RV-DOESL. RV-DOESL has high precision at low sentence length.
(b) RV-DOESL comes close to ReVerb’s recall and is relatively steady. Recall rises over sentence length for RVSL. (c) RV-
DOESL achieves better F-measure than others.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. (a) Precision rises over confidence for both systems, with TR-DOEC ending higher. (b) TR-DOEC reaches high recall over
high confidence. (c) TR-DOEC system outperforms others.
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We used the OLLIE dataset which is consists of 300 sentences with manually labeled extractions for ReVerb,
WOEparse and OLLIE. We compare RV-DOE to these systems and the results were reported in Figs. 7 and 8. The
orientation of figures is the same as Figs. 5 and 6 and thereby more details of them weren’t investigated here. OLLIE’s
ability to handle defects of ReVerb and DepOE made its performance better than others.

4.1 Error analysis of proposed method

There are some cases where hybrid approach can improve results due to integration of its constituent systems. Some
facts can be correctly obtained from both constituent extractors of the hybrid method. In this case, combination
parameter leads the hybrid method to use shallow extractor instead of deep one. Therefore, computational time
overhead is reduced and speed is increased. For example all of the extractors can extract (His teammates, loved, the

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. (a) Precision rises over confidence for both systems, with RVC ending higher. (b) RV-DOE’s curve varies about between the
recall of ReVerb and DepOE. (c) TR-DOEC’s F-measure is higher than ReVerb’s.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. (a) RV-DOESL has high precision at low sentence length. RVSL’s precision starts higher than the precision of RV-DOESL.
(b) RV-DOESL comes close to ReVerb’s recall and is relatively steady. Recall grows over sentence length for RVSL. (c) RV-
DOESL achieves better F-measure than its constituent systems.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. (a) Precision rises over confidence for both systems, with RVC ending higher. (b) RV-DOE’s curve varies about between the
recall of ReVerb and DepOE. (c) TR-DOEC’s F-measure is higher than ReVerb’s.
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show) from ‘‘His teammates loved the show’’. Using the sentence length parameter causes ReVerb to process this
sentence and obvious improvement on the performance of the approach is achieved. This demonstrates the usefulness
of the proposed combination parameter.

In most cases, the hybrid system distributes input sentences to proper extractors and therefore the desired result is
achieved. The most common error in the ReVerb Open IE system is incorrect identification of the first argument (arg1).
DepOE has more precise extractions of the two arguments, in particular of arg1, since the parser is able to correctly
identify the subject. For example ReVerb extracts (Dartmoor National Park, was followed by, hikers) from the sentence
‘‘the path of river through Dartmoor National Park was followed by hikers.’’ while DepOE extracts (The path of river
through Dartmoor National Park, was followed by, hikers). A common error of ReVerb is extraction of only a
truncated part of the second argument (arg2). For example, in the sentence ‘‘The method would increase the count of
non-SPAM messages which are classified as spam for the given domain.’’ arg2 gets truncated and ReVerb extracts (The
method, would increase the count of, non-SPAM messages). In contrast to ReVerb, DepOE performs well on the second
argument and extracts (The method, would increase, the count of non-SPAM messages which are classified as spam for
the given domain). In these examples, according to the combination parameter, DepOE is selected by the hybrid method
and incorrect extractions of ReVerb are prevented from occurring, but this is not always the case. Despite satisfying the
combination parameter condition, the proposed method sometimes cannot detect the arguments of relation correctly.
We describe it in details in this section. Extracting correct arguments still remained an important problem, which is
mainly related to weakness of the constituent extractors of the hybrid approach. We performed an analysis of our hybrid
approach errors. We randomly sampled the 100 incorrect tuples from the dataset of Fader and his colleagues [16] and
analyzed the errors. Table 1 summarizes the types of errors and the fractions of each type for RV-DOESL.

Sometimes, the weaknesses of these hybrid approaches are related to the extractors used in them and improvement of
these methods depends on improving its constituent systems. In this case, the result is not affected by the combination
parameter and even if the proper extractor is selected, correct facts cannot be detected. For example none of the
constituent systems of the hybrid method can extract n-ary relations. We found that 27% of the incorrect extractions
were to mistake an n-ary relation as a binary relation. For example, all three systems extract (This program, gave, Iran)
from the sentence ‘‘This program gave Iran its first group of professional nuclear engineers’’. One possible solution is
to deploy a deep extractor that has high capability to detect n-ary relations such as ClauseIE and KrakeN (see Sect. 2
for more detail). Basic components of hybrid approach can be selected based on reducing defects of information
extraction systems so that the resulting system has high efficiency. In addition, it would be enriched by some beneficial
properties of constituent extractor, for example in [37] an approach based on structured discourse graphs was proposed
which can extract n-ary relations and support some relevant information in natural language texts which are irregular,
highly contextualized, poorly structured, and intrinsically ambiguous. These characteristics are not usually supported
by information extraction approaches. Semantic networks, can also be used as a research platform for elaborating Open
IE methods and the construction of a hybrid method for extracting relations. They are n-ary and include potential
context information, for example in [38] an approach for building large-scale semantic networks from text, employing
deep semantic processing was presented (see Sect. 2 for more detail). IE approaches can be complemented by these
scenarios and this is left as future work.

Another example is related to semantic meaning. Under some specific conditions (conditional subordinate clause or
adverb), the semantic of the original sentence is affected. In this case, some extractions do not reflect the meaning
conveyed by the sentence. For example, the systems extract (Alex, only reads, book) from the sentence ‘‘Alex only reads
book when he is in the train’’.

Other sources of failure were due to non-contiguous relation phrases, imperative verb and other errors including
conditional subordinate clauses, part-of-speech errors, overspecified relation phrase, etc. As mentioned, although the
combination parameter works well mostly, there are some cases where the selected extractor does not work properly
and the hybrid method should use the other constituent extractor instead. This problem is mainly related to the
weakness of the shallow extractor and may be avoided by selecting appropriate constituent extractor of the hybrid
method based on other effective factors. As our analysis shows 4% of the incorrect extractions are raised when relation
components are far apart of each other. This case can happen when there is a phrasal verb in the sentence. For instance,
in the sentence ‘‘John turned the lights off ’’, Reverb extracts (John, turned, the lights) but DepOE extracts (John,
turned off, the lights). In this example, the condition of the sentence length parameter for shallow extractor is satisfied
but ReVerb does not yield correct triple in this case and using DepOE is more beneficial. Another kind of errors that
can occur are imperative verb errors. They cause erroneous results. For example, Reverb extracts (you, close, the door)
from the sentence ‘‘Could you close the door?’’. There are phrases that satisfy the syntactic constraint of ReVerb, but
are not relational. ReVerb can sometimes match relation phrases that are so specific that they have only a few possible
instances, even in a Web-scale corpus. This phenomenon usually happens in the condition of the longest match for
a verb phrase. Consider the sentence: ‘‘The Obama administration is offering only modest greenhouse gas reduction
targets at the conference’’. The relation will be the phrase: is offering only modest greenhouse gas reduction targets at.
This phrase is specific for the argument pair (Obama administration, conference) [16]. This kind of errors shows that an
error in relation detection leads to an error in argument detection.
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Part-of-speech error is unavoidable, but one of the least common sources of errors. It occurs at the preprocessing
stage and results in errors in extractions at a later stage. Even the state-of-the-art morphological analyzers commit
errors in part-of-speech tagging [42]. For example, the word ‘write’ when used as a noun causes trouble. In the sentence
‘‘This file has write permission’’ part-of-speech ambiguity affects the result and ReVerb extracts (This file, has write,
permission). Open IE systems have difficulty in cases where the part-of-speech of a word is ambiguous or difficult to
tag automatically. RV-DOEC’s incorrect extractions consist of incorrect extractions of ReVerb and DepOE, because
they are generated from outputs of both systems.

4.2 Extraction speed

The extraction speed of proposed hybrid systems was tested. To account for computational time, the amount of time
taken to use each system should be estimated. We ran each extractor on a set of 100,000 sentences and used Java for
implementing the extractors. We tested on a Linux platform with a 2.4 GHz CPU and 2 GB memory. The processing
time were 4 min and 2 s for ReVerb, 4 min and 43 s for TextRunner and 5 min and 19 s for DepOE. Since one of our
goals was to have a high-speed system, we used a deep but fast Open IE system. DepOE has reasonable processing time
and is based on robust and fast rule-based dependency parsing. There is always a trade-off between performance and
speed when selecting a deep extractor. Deep extractors usually have high computation cost. In general, the deeper the
extractor, the higher is the incurred computation cost.

Figure 9(a) shows extraction time vs. sentence length. Hybrid extractors’ processing time varies with different values
of thresholds. If the number of short sentences is low then the hybrid extractors (TR-DOESL and RV-DOESL) reduce to
DepOE and the total time approaches the processing time of DepOE, resulting in a slight increase in total processing
time. When the number of short sentences is high, hybrid extractors reduce to TextRunner/ReVerb and the total time
approaches to the processing time of TextRunner/ReVerb, resulting in a slight decrease in total processing time. In
worst case, hybrid extractors which are based on sentence length will approximately have the same processing time
as DepOE. The beginning and the end of TR-DOESL and RV-DOESL’s curves are corresponded to DepOE and
TextRunner/ReVerb respectively. Similar cases also occur for the confidence threshold in TR-DOEC and RV-DOEC.
The difference is that the worst processing time for TR-DOEC and RV-DOEC is approximately attained by taking the
union of each of their constituent extractors’ processing time.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. (a) RV-DOESL’s time decreases more slowly with sentence length than TR-DOESL because ReVerb has lower processing
time. (b) Time curves rise over confidence for TR-DOEC and RV-DOEC.

Table 1. Distribution of the types of errors in RV-DOESL.

62% Incorrect arguments

27% N-ary relation

4% Non-contiguous relation phrases

2% Imperative verb

5%
Other errors including conditional subordinate clauses, POS

errors, overspecified relation phrase.
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4.3 Properties of hybrid extractors

The best performance for sentence-based hybrid methods was achieved using shallow extractors for short sentences
and deep extractors for long sentences. As it was shown and discussed in detail, sentence-based hybrid methods cause
increasing of accuracy and thus performance, in less (or at most equal) time than taken by its constituent deep extractor.
These cases are important in large inputs such as Web-scale data. This method has successful results when the number
of short sentences are high and we need a high performance extractor that utilizes the available time efficiently. By
keeping extractions with high confidence and applying deep extractors for sentences yielded low confidence,
confidence-based hybrid methods are able to achieve high performance. According to the detailed analysis, confidence-
based hybrid methods can also improve precision and thus improve F-measure. Since they have time overhead, the
employed deep method is fast enough in order to decrease total time as far as possible. The deeper the extractor, the
higher is the performance. There is a trade-off between performance and time when selecting a deep extractor. These
methods can be designed and implemented well by selecting appropriate deep extractor based on the available time.

Sentence-based and confidence-based hybrid methods are the same in their constituent systems. As bar charts show,
their F-measure values do not have any significant difference. Their main difference is in their speed. As mentioned
before, the aim of Open IE is to scale information extraction methods to the size and diversity of the Web domain.
Although F-measures of both hybrid methods are higher than their constituent systems, sentence-based hybrid methods
are much faster than confidence-based ones. This is an advantage of them over the confidence-based hybrid methods.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the capability of using benefits of deep extractors for improving performance of shallow
Open IE systems’ extractions. We combined two shallow Open IE systems (namely TextRunner and ReVerb)
individually with DepOE (a deep but fast processing Open IE system) and examined the performance of resulting
hybrid systems. The variation of performance of proposed hybrid methods with sentence length and confidence
parameters were also examined and the best trade-off between precision and recall was found. Experiment results
demonstrate that our hybrid extractors achieve better F-measure in comparison with their constituent systems. TR-DOE
has an F-measure almost twice than that of TR and TextRunner. In summary, we found that the best performance for
TR-DOESL and RV-DOESL was achieved using shallow extractors for short sentences and deep extractors for long
sentences. By keeping extractions with high confidence and applying deep extractors for sentences yielding low
confidence, TR-DOEC and RV-DOEC are able to achieve high performance. Open IE needs speed over deeper
processing, which aids in scaling to Web-scale corpora. The proposed hybrid approaches, in particular sentence-based
hybrid methods, are rapid due to applying fast processing extractors and thus can reinforce scalability feature in pure
deep Open IE systems. This research also shows that we can have a high performance hybrid method by applying deep
extractor on the smart subset of the shallow extractor input.

The weaknesses of these hybrid approaches are related to the extractors used in them and improvement of these
methods depends on improving its constituent systems. Several successful deep analysis based approaches which have
higher performance than DepOE were proposed recently. It is expected that using systems stronger than DepOE will
yield an improvement in performance. Although some deep extractors are unable to operate at the Web-scale
individually, scalable hybrid systems may be able to use them in their structures.
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